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One of the most frequent questions educators Alice Keeler and Libbi Miller hear from teachers is:

"How can I effectively implement digital tools in my classroom when I don't fully understand them

myself?" It can be challenging to add new technology to the classroom. Figuring out the equipment

and software and deciding how to integrate technology into existing lesson plans are just a few of

the learning curves teachers face. But adding technology to classrooms isn't optional; it's a must if

students are going to be well-equipped for the future. In 50 Things You Can Do with Google

Classroom, Keeler and Miller shorten the learning curve by providing a thorough overview of the

Google Classroom App. Part of Google Apps for Education (GAfE), Google Classroom was

specifically designed to help teachers save time by streamlining the process of going digital.

Complete with screenshots, 50 Things You Can Do with Google Classroom provides ideas and

step-by-step instruction to help teachers implement this powerful tool. Google Classroom helps

teachers: â€¢ Encourage collaboration between students â€¢ Seamlessly use other google tools,

such as Google Docs â€¢ Provide timely feedback to keep students engaged in the learning process

â€¢ Organize assignments and create a paperless classroom Google Classroom makes it easy to

facilitate a digital or blended-learning classroom. 50 Things You Can Do with Google Classroom

shows you how to make the most of this valuable, free tool. You'll learn how to: â€¢ Set up and add

students to your Google Classroom â€¢ Create a lesson â€¢ Share announcements and

assignments with multiple classes â€¢ Reduce cheating â€¢ See who's really working on team

projects â€¢ Offer virtual office hours â€¢ Personalize the learning experience â€¢ And much more!
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I've been using Google Classroom as a tool in my 8th grade classroom with much success. After

reading Alice Keeler and Libbi Miller's book, I have improved and modern ideas of how to organize

and utilize the Google Classroom application to differentiate instruction, give students' choices, have

better discussions, communicate effectively with my students, make grading easier, and so much

more! My school year hasn't ended yet, and I'm excited to start the new year with the fresh and

exciting information delivered in a straightforward, well written manner. If you want to design lessons

that incorporate technology, but you are not comfortable with technology, this book is for you! If you

are new to Google Apps for Education, this book is for you. If you have used Google Apps for

Education, this book is for you! Keeler and Miller give educators in elementary, middle, high school

or higher education direction and practical ideas that can be utilized tomorrow!

Book was very easy to read, quite understandable. Step by step process was helpful along with the

screenshots. I can see myself being able to implement most of the ideas and came up with other

ways of using Classroom as I read through the book.This book would be very helpful for anyone

starting with or thinking of using Google Classroom.

This book has energized some of my teachers that have already began using Google tools in the

classroom. This provides a great menu of all the new tools teachers can use. Teachers WANT this

kind of book! I HIGHLY recommend it!

I had high hopes for this book as it has a great cover and amazing reviews. I really wanted to like

it.If you never used Google Classroom before, then this book is for you. If you have explored Google

Classroom for even an hour, this book will not be a good resources to you as it is very basic. It lacks

real classroom and project use. I'm going to give mine to an elementary classroom teacher who has

never used Google Classroom. Disappointed.

Great to get you started if you know nothing about Google Classroom and Google Drive. If you

already use Google Classroom, already use Google Drive and are pretty intuitive with technology,

do not buy this, as there are no new ideas. Additionally, all of how to use Google Classroom is

covered in the tutorial when you sign up. Very disappointed, I was actually expecting 50 NEW things

that are not covered in first time user tutorial.



It is great for people who have extreme difficulty learning new technology. However, if you are a

technology native and are familiar with google products and are comfortable just clicking around you

can easily skip this book.

Awesome book for all teaches. Alice is a Google Jedi and masterfully explains many aspects to

Google classroom. Her energy and knowledge radiate throughout the book. I highly recommend this

book.

I am a big fan of this lady, author, google expert and a great read for those who are taking the leap

into a more paperless classroom. Alice does a great job of giving teachers, tech leaders a quick

review into the components of Classroom Google and how to use in the classroom. Its a short read

and has great examples on how to get started right away!! If you love all things Google, then this

book will make a great addition to any teachers bookshelf of tech integration!!!
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